
Order of Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

It proved a ________________ matter to wield a hoe.1. (simple/enough)simple enough

But a _______________ hints may be given.2. (few/detached)few detached

______________ names were added to the list of membership.3.
(several/new)

Several new

It is the same in _____________ things.4. (other/many)many other

There with his head touching one of the __________________ trees, he
stood biting his fingers.
5.

(Japanese/little)
little Japanese

I have given it, in the _______________ terms, to other officers of the
government.
6.

(same/general)
same general

You were young in your time, and a _____________________ fellow you
must have been at twenty.
7.

(fine-looking/young)
fine-looking young

His _____________ hair was unkempt and tangled.8. (long/white)long white

This doctrine has been presented in ____________________ forms.9.
(different/several)

several different

He is constantly tending to reflect upon and discourse about his
_________________ stage of life.
10.

(own/particular)own particular

_______________ works have been written on various periods of our
history; some of them at such length as to appeal almost exclusively to
professed historical students.

11.

(many/notable)

Many notable

_________________ stories are related of Holloway.12. (agreeable/many)Many agreeable

Before the ___________ sea, the pair were hauled high enough to be out
of harm, and another heave brought them up to grass.
13.

(next/big)
next big

_________________ effects are often produced in this way.14.
(many/fantastic)

Many fantastic
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The enemies of ________________ principles are myriad.15.
(American/true)

true American

Not a ripple stirred the surface of the _________________ sea.16.
(great/southern)

great southern

The proportions of the ________________ figure are strictly
mathematical.
17.

(human/perfect)
perfect human

In the distance below she could see the _____________ form of the
kitchen cat making its way swiftly and silently downstairs.
18.

(small/grey)
small grey

If you encounter pain, it will be of your ___________ choice.19. (free/own)own free

Your _____________ nose, I am afraid, is actually frost-bitten.20.
(poor/white)

poor white
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